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Abstract: 

To build a scientific digital library and search engine, which automatically crawl and index Educational Digital Objects in t he field of 

computer and information technology. To crawl and index Educational Digital Object in short span, Social Semantic Focused Crawler 

mechanis m is used to utilizes the social web and semantic knowledge to crawl relevant resource from selected portion of web. Social 

Bookmarked Site (SBS) allow web user to store their preferences and search result of their interest in the form of bookmarks. The 

crawler makes use of the Domain based conceptual ontology for semantic expansion search topics. A Meta Search Engine is created 

to calculate conceptual ranking for seed URLs. Finally metadata from these heterogeneous documents are collected by using Logical 

Entity Recognition Technique. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The World Wide Web is a collection of web pages, where every 

second a new piece of in formation is added. So that, the 

searching and retrieving of web resources from that vast 

collection is a difficult task. The web crawler of search engines 

which provides a mechanism to generate the index of the web  

pages available on web. Due to increase in volume of www it is 

difficult to crawl and index the complete web in short time.  

Focused crawling provides a better alternative to generic 

crawling [1-2]. By using focused crawling mechanis m topic 

driven web search can be done to retrieve relevant web pages to 

a pre-defined set of topics. The correct selection of seed URL, 

directs focused crawler to identify the search area in the web. 

These features of the focused crawler can be applied in Social 

Bookmark Sites (SBS) where web users belonging to various 

communit ies with various interest; bookmark their interested 

sites for the later references. These bookmarked sites are tagged 

with relevant keywords so that, these sites could be referred 

easily without any repeated search on web [8-9].  Social 

Semantic Focused Crawler utilizes the social web and semantic 

knowledge to crawl relevant resource from selected portion of 

web. The factor that may affect the result of focused crawler is 

the selection of relevant terms by expanding search topics. A 

particular topics or concept can be represented with many 

different related words, the relevance of the terms is considered 

based on the learner’s searching intension  [3-5]. For defining  

semantic relationship among various terms or concepts, ontology 

gives effective solutions [6-7]. Ontology defines the concepts 

relationships and other distinctions that are self explanatory for 

modeling a domain. Domain Specific Conceptual Ontology is 

used to determine semantic relevancy of each expanded terms, 

then these expanded terms are matched with tagged bookmark 

sites. Due to the fast extension of web, single search engine is 

not enough to crawl all the resources on the web. In order to 

increase better coverage of web resources in bookmarked sites a 

special approach has been introduced known as Meta Search 

Engine. In Meta search engine [10], crawler begins with 

relatively large number of seed URL from bookmarked sites. 

Initially unvisited URLs from the bookmarked sites are 

extracted, and then their relevance to the search topics is verified, 

fetched and parsed. One of the major problems is to assign 

proper order to unvisited pages that will be visited later. Ranking  

should be provided to each URL in the bookmarked sites. This 

ranking is calculated based on comparing the similarity of URLS 

with source URL and URLs of conceptual vectors of the page at 

that level. Then this entire ranked URL should be maintained in  

the queue for later processing.  Metadata identification is related 

to the informat ion extract ion from objects belonging to digital 

lib raries, this metadata extraction [11-12] is a suitable 

combination of several techniques that include PDF parsing, low 

level document image processing, and layout analysis . Logical 

entity recognition technique is used for extracting metadata in 

heterogeneous document collect ions.  

 

III.THE PROPOS ED SOCIAL S EMANTIC FOCUS ED 

CREWLING 

 

Social Semant ic Focused Crawler utilizes the social web and 

semantic knowledge to crawl relevant resource from selected 

portion of web. The search pattern used by the crawler mimics 

the pattern followed by the user while searching their interested 

page in internet. So this crawler is named as the social semantic 

web crawling. Other focused crawler which parse every web 

page to calculate or predict relevant web page to create path to 

reach the relevant resources. But the proposed crawling  

mechanis ms use both the tagged bookmarked sites and 

conceptual URLs for co llecting the resources. 

The crawler also makes use of the Domain based conceptual 

ontology for semantic expansion search topics . Then these 

collected URLs by parsing the web are conceptually ranked by 

using the conceptual vector calculations. 
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A. Design of Domain based Conceptual Ontology:  

 

The concept map, a well-established tool for representing 

knowledge for learning purpose has been as the basis to construct 

ontology for the proposed system. The exact relation among the 

concepts can be expressed as the concept map, whereas the 

taxonomic structure among the concepts are represented in super 

concept and sub concepts. 

 
FIGURE. 1. CONCEPTUAL ONTOLOGY 

B. Topic expansion using Concept Ontology:  

The search topics expansion and semantic relevance of various 

topics related terms are determined through the Concept 

Ontology. These expanded terms are used to find the tagged 

bookmarked sites and focused crawling. Therefore it is very 

important to select the semantically relevant terms from 

Conceptual ontology. For example some users they need basic or 

overview of certain concepts but on other hand, another learner 

who is interested to get detail knowledge about a topic. 

Semantically linked specialized and related concept to a given 

topic can be extracted according to the required relevancy 

according to the ontology. Since one of the important motivation  

of this paper is to retrieve the web resource relevant to learners’ 

need rather than retrieving relevant page to the particular topics. 

The Concept in the ontology is selected in the way so as they can 

be used to compute the relevance of web page according to the 

learners requirements.  

 

Figure.2.social semanicpoclsed crwling with conceptual  cntclogy 

 

It shows that if the required web resources are expected to 

contain basic content related to a search topic by the learner, then 

the expected list of the search topic must contain all the super 

concept nodes and concept nodes linked down the hierarchy 

from the search topic concept node. However the sibling’s  

concepts are not considered in the basic concept. Never less the 

sibling nodes are related to the search topic concept, are they not 

semantically related to it, consist of basic content level are 

required. 

 

C. Retrieving tagged web resources relevant to expanded 

topic: 

 

During the crawl, the crawler checks the resources relevance of 

web resources by analyzing the tags given by the web user. 

However, the empirical relevance of web resources to a topic is 

computed latter for ranking purpose. The proposed crawler is 

designed to crawl a bookmarked web site to reuse the 

informat ion which is tagged daily. The informat ion in SBS is 

structurally perceived as a set of triples: {ri, uj, tg1}, {ri, uj, tg2} 

… {ri, uj, tgk}.Thus a single triple consist of three data 

units,{ri,uj,tgk}, signifying a web resources ri beging tagged by the 

user uj with tag tgk.. 

 

D. Focused Crawler Design: 

 

Semantic Focused Crawler and Social Semantic Focused 

Crawler are the variat ion of a classic Focused crawler. The 

former use the semantic knowledge and the latter use the social 

informat ion in addition to the semantic knowledge in order to 

decide up on the crawling path. But the technique used in the 

selection criteria vey from Focused crawler varies from one 
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variation of focused crawling to other. In general, a crawler 

initiates with the pre-selected seed URLs. The crawler first 

fetches the page and then parses to extract its entire links on the 

page to check the topic relevance of the page govern by ‘page 

relevance criterion’. The page relevancy criterion is relevant to 

the classifier, which evaluate the hyper text of the document. All 

the parsed URLs are enquired in the priority queue if the page is 

considered as the relevant according to the page relevant criteria. 

The priority of the page is further governed by the page priority  

criterion, which resemble the distiller. The distiller identified  

good hypertext nodes that have good access point to many 

relevant pages within few links. This is where it is difficult from 

a generic crawler used by the search engines. After checking the 

termination condition, which could be the number of URLs to be 

crawled, time limit o r the empty queue. 

 

Seed selection criterion: The seed URL are picked from the 

search result of web search engine by querying on the search 

topics. Top N URLs are considered as the seed to initiate the 

crawl on the Web’s select portion. A large number of the seed 

URLs enable a crawler to spawn a wider surface on the web. 

However, in a controlled area like SBS, where the web resources 

are accessible through many link points like users, tags and URL, 

it becomes feasible to reach more number of resources with a 

small set of seed URLs. 

 

Provide the area for crawling: Any bookmarking sites where 

the resources have been tagged so as they depict their inside 

content and the seed URLs in the conceptual vectors are 

considered to be the area for crawling.  

 

Page relevance criterion: During crawling, the crawler checks 

the relevance of the page by matching with the expanded topic 

terms. 

 

Termination criterion: If the number of URL to be crawled is 

specified then the crawler uses it as a termination otherwise 

when the priority queue becomes empty, the crawler stops. 

 

III.META S EARCH ENGINE FOR URL RANKING 

 

Each seed URL can be represented by concept vector of the 

ontology. The ranking of seed URL is based on the overall 

combined seed concept vectors. The seed URLs are ranked by 

dividing the number of seed URLs concept vector to overall 

concept vector of all seed document. Links are extracted from 

the seed documents. The pages corresponding to the links are 

downloaded. The page relevancy is calculated by this algorithm. 

 

Proposed Algorithm 

 

Step 1: Given Seed URLs and the seed document are extracted 

Step 2: Finding the rank of seed document. 

 Preprocessing each seed document (root words 

identification). 

 Finding out the most frequent words. 

 Generating concept vectors for each seed document 

using ontology. 

 Ranking those seed documents based on the combined 

concept vectors of all the seed documents. 

The resultant would be rank based on overall combined vectors 

of all seed documents. 

 

Step 3: For each first level link documents from seed documents 

 Similarity between the first level link document and its 

source document. 

 Rank of the source seed document. 

 Similarity between the first level link document and its 

corresponding other linked documents. 

 Similarity between the first level link document and its 

combined vectors of all seed documents. 

 Calculating step 3 for all the first level linked  

Documents. 

 

Step 4: For each second level link document from the fist level 

link document. 

 Similarity between the second level link document and 

its corresponding first level source document. 

 Rank of the source document at first link level 

 Similarity between the second level link document and 

its corresponding other linked documents. 

 Similarity between second level link document and its 

combined vectors of all seed documents 

 Calculating step 4 for all the second level link 

documents. 

 

Step 5: Iterating step 4 for each level of crawling process. 

 

Step 6: Discarding those pages with min imum page score at its 

depth. 

 

 
FIGURE. 3. CONCEPTUAL FOCUS ED CRAWLING 

 

IV. METADATA EXTRACTION  

 

Metadata identification is related to the information extraction  

from object belonging to digital libraries, this Meta data 

extraction is a suitable combination of several techniques that 

include PDF parsing, low level document image processing, and 

layout analysis.  Logical entity recognition technique is used for 

extracting Metadata in heterogeneous document collections 

where logical and physical features of a segmented document 

image are represented in an X-Y tree. During the recognition, the 

layout style and logical entities of an input document are 

recognized simultaneously by matching the input tree to the trees 

in the training set. The automatic extract ion of bibliographic 

informat ion from paper titles belongs to the functional labeling  

tasks in layout analysis. Page segmentation the method finds the 
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best matching document in the database and then transfers the 

labels of the model to the incoming documents. 

 

V.CONCLUS ION 

 

A design of social semantic Focused Crawler presented in this 

paper which utilizes semantic knowledge and social information  

to find relevant resources related to the topic. The crawler makes 

use of the Domain Based Conceptual Ontology for expanding the 

search topic to find semantic relat ionship between them. The 

seed URL generated at the end of crawling is ranked by using 

conceptual vector calculations. The metadata are extracted from 

the collected documents  for future references. 
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